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Hazard Assessment and Risk Evaluation


1.  What is a problem with reference manuals and guidebooks that the responder must be aware of when using them for research?
A)  Easily updated
B)  Conflicting information
C)  Availability
D)  Cost

2.  Despite the large number of resources available, most responders rely on how many primary response guidebooks for most of their data and information?
A)  1 to 2
B)  2 to 4
C)  3 to 5
D)  4 to 6

3.  What event of the General Hazardous Materials Behavior Model is described as an applied force or system of forces?
A)  Stress
B)  Breach
C)  Release
D)  Engulf

4.  This type of stress is commonly the result of a transfer of energy when one object physically contacts or collides with another.
A)  Thermal
B)  Mechanical
C)  Chemical
D)  Radiological

5.  Which type of breach includes torn fiber or plastic bags, split 55-gallon drums, and seam/weld failures on both pressurized and non-pressurized containers?
A)  Runaway cracking
B)  Container punctures
C)  Container splits or tears
D)  Disintegration

6.  What must every incident have that will clearly state the strategic goals, tactical objectives, and assignments that must be implemented to control the problem?
A)  Emergency response plan
B)  Incident action plan
C)  Incident command plan
D)  Emergency action plan
7.  Which of the following types of container damage is a narrow split or break in the container metal that may have allowed the hazmat to penetrate through the metal?
A)  Crack
B)  Score
C)  Gouge
D)  Dent

8.  Due to the surface makeup and the product that spilled, what is the direction most hazardous materials will spread based on their viscosity?
A)  Downward
B)  Laterally
C)  Upstream
D)  Stationary

9.  Knowledge of sewer systems will aid in determining your response priorities. Which sewer system is described as a closed system that carries liquids and water-carried wastes from residences, commercial buildings, and industrial plants?
A)  Sanitary sewers
B)  Storm sewers
C)  Combined sewers
D)  Treatment sewers

10.  Sewer collection systems contain many __________, so responders should consider the presence of oxygen-deficient atmospheres and other toxic or flammable gases.
A)  numerous turns
B)  large-diameter pipes
C)  confined spaces
D)  integrated damns





